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Many state societies want to work with 
legislators and educators to upgrade minimum 
education for licensure to a B.S. surveying or 
geomatics or equivalent 

Legislators: where in the state is program 
offered? 
Educators: where are the students? 
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Team up:  
Provider institutions that have surveying and 
geomatics programs and 
Receiving institutions qualified to provide non-core 
requisites 

Degree can be granted from either institution 
depending on agreement 
Agreement will lay out revenue split 
Lab courses require special handling 
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But with proper support from stakeholders, 
implementation of this proposal can be an asset 
to both institutions 
And we hope…quality improvement in the 
profession will flow 
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Turf wars between institutions 
Suspicion (bad) and non-support (even worse) 
from profession 
Public doesn’t understand why this is good for 
them 
Allied professions may not support if the 
program is not understood 
How will academia respond? 
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Quality geomatics programs already exist—
many ABET-accredited 
Many of them would be happy to see increased 
enrollment 
They would be happy to see increased 
graduation rates 
Many states need geomatics programs within 
their boundaries 
Quality local institutions exist for non-core 
content courses and academic & admin support 
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Make core courses online-accessible 
Provide extra support to “receiving” institution 
Be willing to co-list courses at receiving 
institution OR review and accept transfer credit 
for non-core courses provided remotely 
Have qualified faculty or co-faculty who manage 
the distance education to ensure equivalent 
experience 
Supervise graders, assistants where necessary 
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Provide local course coordination (may include 
grading of assignments, exams, etc.) as set up 
by provider 
Co-list provider courses or accept transfer credit 
Ensure all non-core courses are available to 
achieve graduation at provider or recipient 
institution, depending on agreement 
Be responsible for coordination of laboratory 
courses to ensure quality and equivalence to 
provider institution’s course. QA is essential. 
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Academic and administrative support 
Required physical infrastructure  
Course monitoring and QA activities 
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Various options…here’s one 
Local societies find donor organizations that will 
loan equipment for labs 
Joint program covers insurance & maintenance 
Local institution management of lab exercises 
including supervision, grading, etc. per spec of 
provider institution 
Development by provider of instructor’s guide, 
lab manuals, grading guides, etc. for receiving 
institution academic staff is essential, as is QA 
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ABET or not ABET? –To be worked out between 
institution and engaged professional society 
Faculty at both institutions and local 
professional society must be engaged and 
communicate! Lip service not enough 
Volunteers, especially, must know fully what 
they are signing up for 
Additional fees over and above basic course 
fees at provider and recipient institutions may 
be required 
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Good proposal mandatory to launch each 
program 
Good written agreement between institutions 
necessary before involving legislature 
Unlikely that statutes get revised until 
graduation success is shown 
May be able to get special one-time 
grants/support from societies, legislature, 
executive branch of state gov’t, foundations, 
etc. 
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One provider and one recipient have agreed to 
participate; two more providers have expressed 
interest (but not yet ready to approach 
negotiations and development of written 
collaboration agreement) 
This proposal was presented at SaGES to get 
feedback 
In addition to institution, local society willing to 
help must be identified 
Commitment in principle from NSPS and 
business executives already in place 
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We would like to hear much feedback 
Wil Anderson Wil.Anderson@ibhc.com 
Joe Paiva jvrpaiva@swbell.net 
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